
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B in detail

The Third Pi
The Raspberry Pi 3 changes the game with its fast, 64-bit CPU and 

support for WiFi and Bluetooth. By Maximilian Batz

portant improvements for the new Rasp-
berry Pi include a new 64-bit processor and 
integrated WiFi and Bluetooth. The price 
for the new model is unchanged at $35, but 
the question is whether the new model will 
satisfy the demands of the community. I 
decided to take a close look at the latest 
member of the Raspberry Pi family.

First impressions
A quick glance at the Raspberry Pi 3 (RPi3) 
reveals a strong similarity to the RPi2 (Fig-

ure 1). The four USB ports, power sup-
ply jack, and 40-pin GPIO header 

are all in the usual place. The mi-
cro-USB port for power, the 
HDMI port, the audio and video 
connections, and the ports built 
onto the board for connecting a 

camera and display are all present. 
However, a closer look reveals some 

differences.
The two LEDs, ACT and PWR, now light 

up next to the micro-USB port. The RUN 
header, which the Rasp Pi uses for reboot-
ing, has found a new home next to the USB 
port. These components had to move be-
cause of the presence of the compact chip 
antenna. The accompanying Bluetooth/ 
WiFi combination chip BCM43438 gives off 
a silvery shine on the underside of the 
board next to the microSD slot (Figure 2). 
By comparison, the chip responsible for the 
Xenon flash does not shine anymore. It is 
now coated in black, possibly because of an 
issue with the Xenon flash that appeared 
with the RPi2 [2]. Also on the underside of 
the RPi3, the user will see the 1GB of RAM 
carrying the ELPIDA label.

One detail worth mentioning is the change 
in microSD slots. Instead of the earlier push-

The Raspberry Pi celebrated its 
fourth birthday on February 29, 
2016, and, as befitted a leap year 
birthday, the Raspberry Pi Foun-

dation surprised everyone with the release 
of a third-generation model of its popular 

nanocomputer [1]. 
The most im-
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push microSD slot, the third generation Rasp 
Pi comes with a customary microSD slot that 
accepts an SD card without the need for a 
spring mechanism. This change prevents ac-
cidental ejection by mistakenly clicking on 
the card when inserting USB devices, which 
was a problem with models 2 and B+. One 
drawback to the new card slot is that it might 
be difficult to remove a card without an as-
sist from the spring action.

The SMSC LAN9514 Hub chip separates a 
USB 2.0 port on the BCM2837 into four 
USB 2.0 ports and a 10/ 100Mbps network 
port. Thus, this well-known Rasp Pi bottle-
neck still exists. Even so, the WiFi and Blue-
tooth modules are mounted on their own 
ports and no longer need to share bandwidth 
with the remainder of the USB devices. Net-
work boot is another interesting new feature 
(see the box titled “Network Boot.”)

The Raspberry Pi Foundation’s goals with 
the RPi3 were to achieve compatibility, 
maintain pricing stability, and meet the de-
mands of the educational market. Users will 
have to look elsewhere for pricey goodies 
like additional working memory, a SATA 
connection, a gigabit Ethernet port, and 
USB 3.0.

WiFi and Bluetooth
The Broadcom BCM43438 WiFi/ Bluetooth 
combo kit transmits only in the 2.4GHz 
spectrum and provides WiFi (802.11b/ g/ n 
standard with up to 72.2Mbps net through-
put), Bluetooth 4.1 (Classic as well as Low 
Energy), and even an FM radio receiver, 
which is not enabled on the Pi. (See the box 
titled “No Radio.”) WiFi and Bluetooth are 
implemented on the chip as completely in-
dependent capabilities. The only connection 
between the two functions concerns negoti-
ating access to the antenna. The chip sup-
ports just a single antenna, so it doesn’t 
support a MIMO configuration.

MIMO (Multiple Input, Multiple Output) is 
a process for using multiple sending and re-
ceiving antennae for wireless communica-
tion. MIMO systems can transmit consider-
ably more data per hertz of bandwidth used 
than a single antenna system.)

The WiFi adapter for the RPi3 maxes out 
at a gross data rate of 72.2Mbps. Measure-
ments of the net maximum data throughput 
of about 40Mbps are reported on various 
websites. In the test for this article, I used 
two RPi3 systems and connected them via 
WiFi, with one serving as a client and the 
other serving as an access point. The 
throughput measured by using iperf was 

approximately 38.5Mbps. Theoretically, this 
data rate suffices, even for streaming 4K 
videos, which only require up to 16Mbps in 
H.265.

The microSD slot on the RPi3 now uses the 
second SDIO port of the SoC (Broadcom SD 
host). The advantage to this approach is that 
it offers more finely grained overclocking and 
thus greater SD speeds. Both SDIO ports work 
independently of one another, which means 
the entire bandwidth is available for the SD 
card and WiFi. To decrease the CPU load, AES 
encryption for the wireless network is per-
formed on the BCM43438 in hardware.

The developers have optimized the wireless 
performance to the maximum legal level. 
Raspberry Pi creator Eben Upton was pleas-
antly surprised at how well the WiFi function 
worked, even with the Rasp Pi sitting inside of 

Figure 1: The Raspberry Pi 3 layout is essentially the same as its predecessor with a few minor 

details. Some enclosures made for an RPi2 will cover the LEDs on the RPi3. 

Figure 2: The chip responsible for the Xenon flash is now covered with a black coating.

Previous Raspberry Pi models 
could boot via I2C, although this 
function was rarely used. The 
new BCM2837 chip now has a 
modified boot ROM, which 
makes it possible to start a sys-
tem via the network (PXE/ TFTP) 
or a USB bulk storage device. 
Under the newly modified ap-
proach, the system first tries to 
boot via I2C, then via a microSD 
card or USB, until it finally 
searches via a DHCP query for a 
boot medium on the network.

NETWORK BOOT
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or you could equip a Rasp Pi with a unicorn 
HAT that is an RGB LED matrix display, 
mount the computer as a clock or a lamp 
on the wall, and control the device via 
WiFi. (See the box titled “HATS.”) Another 
interesting idea for an application would be 
to connect a Rasp Pi temporarily to a net-
work via a mobile hotspot on a smartphone 
for transmitting updates or measurement 
values.

The BCM43438 does not support the moni-
tor mode needed for monitoring the WiFi 
function, but it does have an access point 
mode. See the box entitled “Access Point 
with Bridge-utils and Hostapd.”

Bluetooth and  
serial interFaces
The RPi3 supports Bluetooth 4.1, both Blue-
tooth Classic as well as Bluetooth Low En-
ergy (BLE). This Bluetooth support makes it 
possible to connect a large selection of pe-
ripheral devices, ranging from mice and 
keyboards to headsets and smartphones. As 
a result, the user can play music via wire-
less connections, exchange data between 
the Rasp Pi and other Bluetooth-capable de-
vices, and share the Internet connection of a 
smartphone with the Raspberry Pi. BLE is 
especially relevant for IoT and Smart Home 
applications. Sensors used with this tech-
nology need only a small battery to keep 

a Flirc aluminum case. The intrepid users 
among us who want to optimize reception 
further can modify a U.FL jack, which is a 
miniature HF plug connector, to equip the 
RPi3 with an external antenna. An extra an-
tenna might not be necessary, though, be-
cause the RPi3 tested here maintained a con-
nection to a router that was two stories above 
where the Rasp Pi was located.

TIP: Use the wavemon software package to 
monitor the quality and data throughput of 
the current WiFi connection.

Versions of Raspbian starting with releases 
from 2016-02-26 already support the WiFi 
adapter. To connect with wireless networks, 
the user merely selects the adapter from the 
Network menu and enters the appropriate 
password (Figure 3). The system stores the 
access data in the wpa_supplicant.conf file 
under /etc/wpa_supplicant/. If you prefer to 
work at the command line, you can use text-
based tools such as wicd‑curses to manage 
the WiFi configuration (Figure 4).

One way of localizing the settings is via 
the graphical desktop, starting with the 
Localisation tab in Preferences | Raspberry Pi 
Configuration and then clicking the Set WiFi 
Country button. Alternatively, you can edit 
the /etc/default/crda file and modify the 
last line with a setting for your regulatory 
domain [3]. You can also perform this con-
figuration via raspi‑config. European users 
can use correct settings to switch to chan-
nels 12 and 13, which are forbidden in the 
United States.

The new WiFi function offers many inter-
esting possibilities for use with the Internet 
of Things. For example, you could set up a 
Rasp Pi with a camera module functioning 
as a monitoring device with access via 
WiFi. Alternatively, you could outfit a Rasp 
Pi with sensors on the GPIO and transmit 
measurements via WiFi, 

The Broadcom BCM43438 WiFi 
and Bluetooth chip has an FM 
radio module, but you can’t acti-
vate this function on the RPi3. 
The antenna pin necessary for 
activation is in an inaccessible 
location on the underside of the 
chip. The pin is surrounded by 
more important pins that abso-
lutely require connection.

NO RADIO

Figure 3: The graphical desktop in Raspbian comes with everything you 

need for setting up a WiFi connection to the router.

Figure 4: Text-based tools such as wicd-curses are an option for 

configuring wireless networking.

HAT stands for Hardware Attached on Top, the 
designation used for add-on boards that are 
standardized for the Rasp Pi’s 40-pin GPIO. The 
Rasp Pi can automatically load the drives 
needed for the added board on two dedicated 
pins reserved for an EEPROM. The EEPROM 
holds information about the drives that are au-
tomatically loaded via I2C.

HATS
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functioning for years. The selection of de-
vices ranges from step counters to smoke 
alarms to switched plugs.

Depending on the application, Bluetooth 
under Linux requires installation of addi-
tional packages and an appropriate system 
configuration. For instance, a Bluetooth 
headset first needs the pulseaudio-module-

bluetooth package. Simon Long, the user ex-
perience designer for the Raspberry Pi Foun-
dation, is currently investigating how to best 
integrate the Bluetooth user interface into 
Raspbian. If you are hoping for a Plug and 
Play experience with Bluetooth, you’ll have 
to wait for a later release.

In tests with the Kodi distribution 
OpenELEC, I could only get Bluetooth to 
work with a Bluetooth keyboard. My at-
tempt to connect a smartphone or diverse 
headsets failed and generated the message 
Bluetooth Error protocol not available. See 
the box titled “Connecting keyboards via 
Bluetooth” before you get started with Blue-
tooth in Raspbian.

The Bluetooth module is mounted on the 
PL011 UART interface of the Rasp Pi. UART 
(Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmit-
ter) is an interface that provides serial sending 

You can easily adapt a RPi3 connected to a 
router with a cable to act as an access point for 
connecting WiFi devices to the LAN. First, add 
the lines from Listing 1 to the configuration file 
/etc/network/interfaces, taking care to 
use a pound symbol # to comment out all lines 
relating to WiFi0, which already exists.

Install the packages hostapd and bridge-utils 
(Listing 2) for the access point mode. After that, 
create the /etc/hostapd/hostapd.conf file 
and populate it with the content of Listing 3. 
The ssid variable refers to both the name of 
the WiFi generated by the Rasp Pi and the wpa_
passphrase, the network key you will need to 
modify according to personal preferences. In 
the interest of security, the user should modify 
the rights to the file so that only the root user 
can read the file after it has been saved:

$ sudo chmod 600 /etc/hostapd/hostapd.conf

The last step is to enter the path to the configu-
ration file in /etc/default/hostapd:

DAEMON_CONF="/etc/hostapd/hostapd.conf"

Now restart the Rasp Pi. The access point auto-
matically begins to operate during the boot 
process.

ACCESS POINT WITH  
BRIDGE-UTILS AND HOSTAPD

allow‑hotplug wlan0

iface wlan0 inet manual

auto br0

iface br0 inet manual

bridge_ports eth0 wlan0

bridge_fd 0

bridge_stp off

LISTING 1: Add to /etc/ network/ 
interfaces

$ sudo apt‑get update

$ sudo apt‑get install hostapd bridge‑utils

LISTING 2: Access Point Packages

bridge=br0

interface=wlan0

ssid=pi3‑hotspot

hw_mode=g

channel=7

ieee80211n=1

ht_capab=[MAX‑AMSDU‑3839]

wmm_enabled=1

country_code=DE

ieee80211d=1

macaddr_acl=0

auth_algs=1

ignore_broadcast_ssid=0

wpa=2

wpa_passphrase=pi3g.com

wpa_key_mgmt=WPA‑PSK

wpa_pairwise=TKIP

rsn_pairwise=CCMP

LISTING 3: hostapd.conf

The current Raspbian image comes with the required bluez Bluetooth package al-
ready installed. The user should open the Bluetooth prompt, as in line 1 of Listing 4 
and use list to display the available controllers (Listing 4, line 3). The pi3neo in 
line 4 stands for the host system name.

The system should already be in the correct mode, but as a precaution, switch on the 
controller and change it to connection mode (lines 5-8). Next, it is time to activate the 
connection mode on the Bluetooth device. Generally, you’ll need to press a button on 
the device for a few seconds.

Now the user should couple the Bluetooth device with the help of the BT MAC to the 
Rasp Pi (lines 23 to 34). Many devices connect immediately. Others require a PIN from 
the user. The PIN for the keyboard I used is 334004 (line26). After entering the PIN and 
confirming by pressing Enter, the system executes the coupling.

If you want the device to connect automatically in the future, add it to the list of 
trusted devices (line 35); then, the user can start the connection (line 38), and the key-
board is immediately available. The final step is to exit the Bluetooth command win-
dow (line 41).

From this point on, the system will independently generate the connection when the 
Raspberry Pi reboots or the device is reconnected.

CONNECTING KEYBOARDS VIA BLUETOOTH
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decessor and 10 times as fast as a first-gener-
ation Rasp Pi when performing tasks such as 
text editing. (See the box titled “Performance 
Notes.”

Applications also profit from the doubling 
and tripling of the NEON performance of the 
Cortex A53. The increased performance 

and receiving via a data line. Until now, this 
interface was available as a serial interface 
using pins 8 and 10 of the GPIO port. The de-
cision to change this arrangement came about 
because Raspberry Pi engineer Phil Elwell be-
lieved it was necessary to address stability 
and performance issues. Pins 8 and 10 now 
support mini UART. (For more information, 
see the box titled “Mini UART Notes.”)

The current Bluetooth standard is ver-
sion 4.2, and it includes several security im-
provements. The speed has doubled for 
some connections, and IPv6 support is now 
included for end devices. Some of the new 
possibilities in version 4.2 will be available 
through a software update of the Bluetooth 
stack BlueZ [4].

the neW Bcm2837 cpu
The latest Rasp Pi also comes with a new 
CPU – the ARM Cortex A53 – which contin-
ues to work as a quad-core component but 
is clocked for 1.2GHz and supports 64-bit 
operations. The Raspberry Pi Foundation 
chose the ARM Cortex A53 because it is 
also a very, very good 32-bit core. You can 
clock the A53 at a higher rate, and it uses 
fewer clock cycles to perform operations. In 
synthetic benchmarks, the results show a 
50 percent increase in performance in com-
parison with the BCM2836. Table 1 com-
pares the RPi3 with the recent RPi2B and 
RPi1B+ models. (The Whetstone and Dhrys-
tone benchmarks come from the current edi-
tion of MagPi [5].)

ARM focused on real application scenarios 
when developing the Cortex A53. These sce-
narios include things like improvements in 
the cache infrastructure and more intelligent 
algorithms for reloading data from RAM. 
The RPi3 works up to twice as fast as its pre-

01  sudo bluetoothctl ‑a

02  [...]

03  [bluetooth]# list

04  Controller B8:27:EB:C9:42:2B pi3neo [default]

05  [bluetooth]# power on

06  Changing power on succeeded

07  [bluetooth]# pairable on

08  Changing pairable on succeeded

09  [bluetooth]# scan on

10  Discovery started

11  [CHG] Controller B8:27:EB:C9:42:2B Discovering: yes

12  [CHG] Device 00:1A:7D:02:00:49 RSSI: ‑66

13  [CHG] Device D4:F5:13:52:2F:14 RSSI: ‑73

14  [NEW] Device 3C:29:A7:17:03:40 3C‑29‑A7‑17‑03‑40

15  [CHG] Device 3C:29:A7:17:03:40 LegacyPairing: no

16  [CHG] Device 3C:29:A7:17:03:40 Name: ID0070A

17  [CHG] Device 3C:29:A7:17:03:40 Alias: ID0070A

18  [CHG] Device 3C:29:A7:17:03:40 LegacyPairing: yes

19  [CHG] Device 00:1A:7D:02:00:49 RSSI: ‑57

20  [CHG] Device 00:1A:7D:02:00:49 RSSI: ‑81

21  [CHG] Device 00:1A:7D:02:00:49 RSSI: ‑61

22  [bluetooth]# scan off

23  [bluetooth]# pair 3C:29:A7:17:03:40

24  Attempting to pair with 3C:29:A7:17:03:40

25  [CHG] Device 3C:29:A7:17:03:40 Connected: yes

26  [agent] PIN code: 334004

27  [CHG] Device 3C:29:A7:17:03:40 Modalias: bluetooth:v05ACp0239d011B

28  [CHG] Device 3C:29:A7:17:03:40 UUIDs:

29          00001000‑0000‑1000‑8000‑00805f9b34fb

30          00001124‑0000‑1000‑8000‑00805f9b34fb

31          00001200‑0000‑1000‑8000‑00805f9b34fb

32  [CHG] Device 3C:29:A7:17:03:40 Paired: yes

33  Pairing successful

34  [CHG] Device 3C:29:A7:17:03:40 Connected: no

35  [bluetooth]# trust 3C:29:A7:17:03:40

36  [CHG] Device 3C:29:A7:17:03:40 Trusted: yes

37  Changing 3C:29:A7:17:03:40 trust succeeded

38  [bluetooth]# connect 3C:29:A7:17:03:40

39  Attempting to connect to 3C:29:A7:17:03:40

40  [CHG] Device 3C:29:A7:17:03:40 Connected: yes

41  Connection successful

42  [bluetooth]# quit

43  Agent unregistered

44  [DEL] Controller B8:27:EB:C9:42:2B pi3neo [default]

LISTING 4: Setting Up a Bluetooth Device

The mini UART now works with a baud rate of 
115,200 and is thus eight times as slow as the 
PL011 UART. Also, mini UART does not sup-
port parity. The mini UART feature is con-
nected to the core frequency of VideoCore IV, 
so the baud rate varies with its clock rate. El-
well recommends setting the clock rate to a 
constant 250MHz. Alternatively, the two inter-
faces can be exchanged or Bluetooth can be 
turned of with the device tree overlay. If the 
user wants to use the serial interface via the 
GPIO, it is important to consider the existing 
restrictions and adjust the settings accord-
ingly. If a GPIO extension uses only the first 
couple of pins of the Raspberry Pi, it will prob-
ably use the serial port.

MINI UART NOTES
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makes it possible to process similar datasets 
in parallel with a single command, which 
helps with applications such as software-
based video decoders. The four Cortex A53 
cores were implemented on the BCM2837 
with 32KB Level 1 and 512KB Level 2 caches. 
According to Upton, the hardware crypto 
speed-up of the Cortex A53 CPU in the 
BCM2837 was deactivated to avoid causing 
problems with restrictive governmental ex-
port and import regulations.

Compatibility is one of the most important 
considerations for the Raspberry Pi Founda-
tion. The Foundation wants to take a look at 

whether a 64-bit version of Raspbian makes 
sense given the compatibility issues and the 
increased overhead of maintaining two ver-
sions. A 64-bit edition would offer significant 
advantages, such as access to the vector CPU 
with double-precision floating point, a larger 
selection of registers (which would improve 
performance by decreasing stack usage), and 
optimized access to RAM.

Gpu and Gpio
The trusty VideoCore IV graphics component 
of the RPi3 now works with a 300MHz clock 
rate for the 3D core and up to a maximum of 
400MHz. This rate is in contrast to the 
250MHz of the predecessor. However, the 
hardware support for HEVC/ x265 decoding 
is still not included.

On the other hand, the higher GPU clock 
rate makes MPEG-4 decoding possible at up 
to 60 frames per second with 1080p video 
mode. Taken together with the increased 
CPU performance, this increase results in in-
teresting opportunities for video software de-
coding. The RPi3, for instance, could use 
software decoding for MPEG-2 in 1080p, per-
haps doing away with a separate codec li-
cense. Using the GPU with its higher clock 
rate and the improved NEON support could 
make decoding H.265 video compression 
possible up to a resolution of 720p. In the 

Raspberry Pi 3B Raspberry Pi 2B Raspberry Pi 1B+
SoC BCM2837 BCM2836 BCM2835

Processor

Cores 4 4 1

Type ARM Cortex-A53 ARM Cortex-A7 ARM1176JZF-S

Architecture 64-bit ARMv8-A 32-bit ARMv7-A 32-bit ARMv6

Clock Rate 1.2GHz 900MHz 700MHz

DMIPS/ MHz 4x2.3 4x1.9 1x1.25

Floating-Point Performance (Whetstone) 711.4 437.2 232.5

Integer Performance (Dhrystone) 2458.1 1671.6 847.1

Performance Comparable to Pentium M 1.4GHz AMD Duron 900MHz Pentium II 300MHz

RAM

Size 1024MB 1024MB 512MB

Clock Rate 900MHz (450MHz DDR) 900MHz (450MHz DDR) 800MHz (400MHz DDR)

VideoCore IV

Clock Rate 400MHz 250MHz 250MHz

SD Card

Clock Rate 50MHz 50MHz 50MHz

Write Performance 11.65MBps 11.33MBps 10.64MBps

Read Performance 19.81MBps 19.68MBps 17.79MBps

Interface

10/ 100Mbps Ethernet Yes Yes Yes

WiFi 802.11b/ g/ n Yes No No

Bluetooth 4.1 Classic + Low Energy Yes No No

TABLE 1: Comparing Raspberry Pis by Generation

The performance curve for the Rasp Pi CPU 
has closely followed the curve for desktop 
processors with a 10-year delay. The current 
state of CPU performance is about that of 2006 
desktops. Starting around 2008, desktop CPU 
performance increases leveled off, because it 
became more and more difficult to increase 
clock rates. If this pattern for CPU develop-
ment continues to hold, performance in-
creases for individual cores of a hypothetical 
RPi4 could be smaller. At that point, the Foun-
dation might concentrate on better connec-
tions for peripherals for the next Rasp Pi gen-
eration, although such conjectures are purely 
speculation at this point.

PERFORMANCE NOTES
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The RPi3 delivers a nifty 1.2A of power 
for external USB devices. The setting max_
usb_current in the config.txt no longer 
shows any effect. In view of the increased 
power consumption of the new SoC and 
the integrated WiFi Bluetooth combo, the 
Foundation recommends that the RPi3 have 
a power supply with 2.5A, which should 
provide enough current for the CPU cores to 
crunch away at some task you've given to 
them.

command line and 
desktop
When you establish an SSH connection, 
you’ll quickly discover that the RPi3 is sig-
nificantly faster than its predecessor. The 
listing of directory contents, keyboard con-
figuration via raspi‑config, and update of 
the system via package administration all 
work much faster on the RPi3. Large pro-
grams, such as Minecraft, LibreOffice, and 
Sonic Pi, run more smoothly on the graphi-
cal desktop. LibreOffice still stutters a bit 
when scrolling, but this issue is a small and 
manageable inconvenience.

You can optimize application load times 
even more by overclocking the SD card. One 
way of overclocking is to enter

dt_param=sd_overclock=80

as a new line in the config.txt file to in-
crease the clock rate from 50 to 80MHz. I 
tested this configuration using the same SD 
card used to create Table 1 and achieved 
8.89MBps when writing and 28.8MBps when 
reading. The significantly higher read perfor-
mance was accompanied therefore by a 
slightly reduced write speed, perhaps be-
cause of more frequent write errors. The user 
should experiment a bit when working to 
achieve maximum performance.

chanGinG to the rpi3
An SD card already used in an RPi2 can be 
prepared for use in an RPi3. To make the 
change, you should update the system on the 
older Rasp Pi via:

sudo apt‑get update
sudo apt‑get dist‑upgrade

You might discover you need to make some 
manual modifications and add additional 
packages for supporting WiFi and Bluetooth. 
For example, I found in testing that I needed 
to reset the calibration for a display HAT, 
which had, up to then, been configured cor-

future this rate could potentially improve to a 
maximum of 1080p.

The UART changes required by Bluetooth 
are the only changes to the GPIO pins. Al-
most all of the GPIO extension modules, or 
HATS, should therefore be fully compatible 
with the RPi3.

temperature and  
poWer supply
By now, the Raspberry Pi Foundation has ac-
quired a lot of experience with the Broadcom 
SoC, so the standard clock rate is set signifi-
cantly higher at 1.2GHz for the RPi3.

The Cortex A53 CPU warms up with a full 
load on all four cores and without a cover to 
over 75°C. (The RPi2 normally heated up to 
55°C at the most.) When the temperature 
reaches 80°C, the RPi3 displays a yellow 
rectangle on the screen and gradually cuts 
back the clock rate. At 85°C, the SoC lowers 
the clock rate to the idling frequency of 
600MHz.

The user wanting to tease full perfor-
mance out of the RPi3 should therefore use 
a heat sink. It is also a good idea to make 
sure that the cover permits unimpeded es-
cape of heat through properly placed slits 
and holes. Basically, the RPi3 should work 
without any problems in an RPi2 case. How-
ever, an RPi2 case does not allow an unim-
peded view of RPi3 LEDs. An official RPi3 
case is available from the Raspberry Pi 
Foundation.

Figure 5: Even high-resolution YouTube videos with 720p resolution do not cause the RPi3 to 

stumble. YouTube restricts videos with 1080p resolution to just a few browsers.
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rectly. The Raspberry Pi Foundation discour-
ages using rpi‑update. You should only use 
this command when you have special rea-
sons for updating the kernel and the firm-
ware on a bleeding edge version.

WeB BroWser
With the RPi3 Epiphany browser, I browsed 
the web after first activating the experimen-
tal desktop GL driver. This change led to per-
formance problems, hang-ups, and screen 
tearing with YouTube; therefore, I recom-
mend first deactivating the driver in 
raspi‑config, which happens to be the stan-
dard setting. The HTML5 video player for 
YouTube works in Epiphany without any 
problems; however, the resolution is a maxi-
mum 720p (Figure 5). YouTube only offers 
1080p resolution for certain browsers, such 
as Chrome, Firefox, and Internet Explorer.

Web pages render fluidly for the most part. 
Images not contained in the cache appear 
with a bit of hesitation and gradually display 
from top to bottom (e.g., when displaying 
the photos in the Wikipedia Raspberry Pi ar-
ticle [6]). A desktop PC can display these im-
ages immediately and without any pauses. 
This problem also applies to demanding 
websites, like Google docs, where the RPi3 
experiences delays.

Pages and images build up noticeably 
faster than on the RPi2, and scrolling is more 
fluid. Consequently, the complete setup in-
volving the RPi3, Raspbian, and Epiphany is 
ideally suited for everyday use. The Rasp-
berry Pi Foundation is currently considering 
a switch to Chromium as a standard browser. 
This development will hopefully provide 
Rasp Pi users with even faster page display 
and access to 1080p videos on YouTube.

openelec
Users of the Kodi distribution OpenELEC also 
profit when switching to the RPi3. The Kodi 
media center works a bit faster and easier 
than before. Longer load times still occur 
when plugins are invoked for the first time. 
However, this issue appears to have more to 
do with downloading data than with slower 
processing.

During testing, the RPi3 played the blender 
film Sintel [7] in 1080p as an H.265-coded 
video. We observed almost no stuttering. 
This test reveals some significant benefits for 
using an RPi3. With the RPi2, the image stut-
tered much more strongly and hang-ups oc-
curred during scene changes. Although the 
new Rasp Pi continues to use the same GPU 
as in the other Pis, it has opened up access to 

a larger choice of movies, thanks to a more 
powerful CPU and a higher clock rate for the 
graphics chip.

Playing back a DVD from an external de-
vice provides a smoother start and operation. 
However, the external device had a more 
hesitant feel when powered through the 2.5A 
power supply. I therefore recommend that 
the external DVD device be outfitted with its 
own power supply.

conclusion
New wireless components have made the 
RPi3 the most ambitious project yet for the 
Raspberry Pi Foundation. Getting a world-
wide declaration of conformity with both 
CE and FCC marks came with a £100,000 
price tag.

On the other hand, The RPi3 now stands 
ready for new areas of application with its 
WiFi, Bluetooth, and faster processor. WiFi 
works immediately, making for fast setup of 
an access point. Bluetooth, by comparison, 
needs a bit of patience and skill. The com-
munity will probably step in with help in 
the form of tutorials and scripts.

Upton has announced a compute module 3 
for 2016, and the foundation is also working 
on an RPi3A board. The compute module 3 
will definitely not have WiFi and Bluetooth. 
The model 3A might be a good candidate for 
a low-cost IoT hub.

The user looking to make a new purchase 
can buy an RPi3 without hesitation. Be-
cause the price of the lower performing 
RPi2 is not likely to go much lower, the 
choice to buy an RPi3 will be an easy deci-
sion for most users.  ● ● ●
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